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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: The UK Biobank is a unique resource for biomedical research, with extensive phenotypic and
genetic data on half a million adults from the general population. We aimed to examine the effect of neurodevelopmental copy number variants (CNVs) on the cognitive performance of participants.
METHODS: We used Affymetrix Power Tools and PennCNV-Affy software to analyze Affymetrix microarrays of the
ﬁrst 152,728 genotyped individuals. We annotated a list of 93 CNVs and compared their frequencies with control
datasets. We analyzed the performance on seven cognitive tests of carriers of 12 CNVs associated with
schizophrenia (n 5 1087) and of carriers of another 41 neurodevelopmental CNVs (n 5 484).
RESULTS: The frequencies of the 93 CNVs in the Biobank subjects were remarkably similar to those among 26,628
control subjects from other datasets. Carriers of schizophrenia-associated CNVs and of the group of 41 other
neurodevelopmental CNVs had impaired performance on the cognitive tests, with nine of 14 comparisons remaining
statistically signiﬁcant after correction for multiple testing. They also had lower educational and occupational
attainment (p values between 1027 and 10218). The deﬁcits in cognitive performance were modest (Z score
reductions between 0.01 and 0.51), compared with individuals with schizophrenia in the Biobank (Z score reductions
between 0.35 and 0.90).
CONCLUSIONS: This is the largest study on the cognitive phenotypes of CNVs to date. Adult carriers of
neurodevelopmental CNVs from the general population have signiﬁcant cognitive deﬁcits. The UK Biobank will
allow unprecedented opportunities for analysis of further phenotypic consequences of CNVs.
Keywords: Affymetrix, CNV, Cognition, Neurodevelopmental, Schizophrenia, UK Biobank
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Copy number variants (CNVs) are .1000 base pair DNA
segments that are present at a variable copy number in
comparison with a reference genome (1,2). CNVs may be
recurrent and have similar breakpoints when they are formed
by nonallelic homologous recombination between sites of low
copy repeats, or nonrecurrent, with variable breakpoints, when
formed as a result of defects in DNA replication or repair (3).
There is an increased rate of CNVs in neurodevelopmental
spectrum disorders, including intellectual disability (ID), autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) (4,5), epilepsy (6), and schizophrenia (7). To date, 12 CNVs have been robustly associated
with risk of schizophrenia, and they also increase risk of ASD
and ID (7,8). Many more CNVs are implicated in ID, ASD, and
cases with congenital anomalies (4,5) but they have not been
implicated in schizophrenia, although this could be due to
insufﬁcient statistical power (8).
The phenotypes of many highly penetrant CNVs, such as
those implicated in Prader-Willi syndrome/Angelman syndrome or DiGeorge syndrome, are well established. Many
others have incomplete penetrance (9), and their phenotypic

spectrum is not fully established (e.g., 1q21.1 duplication,
15q11.2 deletion). There are many adult carriers of incompletely
penetrant CNVs in the general population, who have escaped
the development of early-onset developmental disorders and are
apparently healthy. However, they might still have an increased
burden of cognitive or physical impairments.
Limited data, based on relatively small sample sizes, are
available on the cognitive phenotypes of CNVs in adults. An
Icelandic study of 144 carriers of 11 pathogenic CNVs found
that healthy CNV carriers had impaired cognition and performed intermediately between CNV noncarriers and individuals with schizophrenia (10). An Estonian study of 56 CNV
carriers found an association between rare CNVs and lower
educational attainment (11).
The UK Biobank provides a great opportunity to study the
effects of pathogenic CNVs on physical and mental health
characteristics, especially the incompletely penetrant ones.
The half a million individuals recruited by the Biobank have
provided extensive demographic, health, and cognitive data;
will be followed up prospectively; and are being genotyped on
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Affymetrix microarrays. We aimed to identify pathogenic
CNVs in the ﬁrst 152,728 individuals in the UK Biobank for
whom genotype data have been released so far and to
analyze the cognitive consequences of neurodevelopmental
CNVs.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Participants
The UK Biobank (www.ukbiobank.ac.uk) recruited half a
million participants in the United Kingdom between 2006
and 2010, aged 40–69 years, and 53% are women. All
subjects provided informed consent to participate in UK
Biobank projects and agreed to have their health followed
over many years. Ethical approval for the study was granted
by the North West Multi-Centre Ethics Committee. The Biobank used 22 assessment centers in England, Scotland, and
Wales. Participants were recruited from National Health Service patient registers, with no exclusion criteria, provided they
lived within a reasonable proximity to an assessment center.
Participants spent approximately 3 hours at the assessment
centers, providing detailed demographic, socioeconomic, and
health-related data via a touch screen questionnaire. After this,
a trained nurse performed an interview to clarify any questions
arising from the touch screen questionnaire. Participants
underwent several physical assessment measures and provided blood, urine, and saliva samples. Data were released to
Cardiff University after application to the UK Biobank.

Genotyping
Samples were genotyped at Affymetrix Research Services
Laboratory, Santa Clara, CA. Approximately 100,000 samples
were genotyped on the UK Biobank Axiom Array (820,967
probes), and approximately 50,000 samples were genotyped on
the UK BiLEVE Array (807,411 probes) (12). There is 95%
common content between the two arrays (https://biobank.ctsu.
ox.ac.uk/crystal/docs/genotyping_sample_workﬂow.pdf). Sample processing at UK Biobank is described in Supplement 1.
Here, we present data from 152,728 individuals genotyped in
the ﬁrst phase of genotyping, of which 151,659 passed our
quality control (QC) ﬁlters (Table S1 in Supplement 1).

CNV Calling
In our previous work on CNVs, we analyzed datasets of up to
20,000 samples at a time (13–16). To call CNVs in the UK
Biobank, we had to substantially increase the speed of
processing by analyzing batches in parallel; standardizing
QC processes across all batches; and omitting Z score
analysis of CNVs, reclustering after removal of poorly performing samples, and performing manual inspection of CNV traces.
Anonymized genotype data were downloaded as raw (CEL)
ﬁles from the UK Biobank website, stored on a secure Linux
server, and analyzed with UNIX-based commands (detailed in
Supplement 1). Brieﬂy, we used the apt-probeset-genotype
command with Affymetrix Power Tools software (www.affyme
trix.com/estore/partners_programs/programs/developer/tools/
powertools.affx) to generate normalized signal intensity data,
genotype calls, and conﬁdences. We analyzed only the
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approximately 750,000 biallelic markers because these can
be used in PennCNV-Affy to generate cluster plots. Each
predeﬁned batch of approximately 4600 CEL ﬁles was analyzed separately to reduce potential batch effects. The genotype calls, conﬁdences, and summary ﬁles were processed
with PennCNV-Affy software (17). We generated canonical
genotype clusters, log-R ratios, and B allele frequencies and
completed the subsequent steps recommended in PennCNV
for the generation of CNV calls (17). After CNV detection,
adjacent CNVs were joined if separated by ,25% of their
combined length. Individual samples were excluded if they had
$30 CNVs, had a waviness factor .0.03 or ,20.03, or had a
call rate ,96%. Individual CNVs were excluded if they were
covered by ,10 probes or had a density coverage of ,1
probe per 20,000 base pairs. A total of 1069 samples (0.7%)
were excluded during QC (Table S1 in Supplement 1).

CNV Annotation
We compiled a list of 93 CNVs proposed to be pathogenic in
two widely accepted sources (4,5). The full list with the
corresponding critical region coordinates is presented in
Table S2 in Supplement 2. The breakpoints of the initially
called CNVs were inspected to conﬁrm that they met our CNV
calling criteria (Table S4 in Supplement 1). Brieﬂy, we required
a CNV to cover more than half of the critical interval and to
include the key genes in the region (if known), or in the case of
single gene CNVs (e.g., NRXN1) we required deletions to
intersect at least one exon and duplications to cover the whole
gene. For comparison of CNV frequencies with previous
results, we used data from 26,628 control individuals from
other large datasets, for which we have access to the raw CNV
data and used the same CNV calling methods (Table S3 in
Supplement 1) (7,18,19). Because not all 93 of these CNVs are
known to affect cognition (or such a link has not been
statistically conﬁrmed), for our analyses we selected 53 of
these CNVs that have been statistically associated with
neurodevelopmental phenotypes (4) (after removing the common duplications at 15q11.2, because they would account for
more than half of the other neurodevelopmental CNVs, thus
skewing all analyses). The 53 CNVs were further subdivided
into 12 CNVs associated with schizophrenia (7,8), and the
remaining 41 were denoted as other neurodevelopmental
CNVs (Table S2 in Supplement 2).

Cognitive Tests
Participants completed a battery of cognitive tests organized by
the UK Biobank. We chose to analyze tests done by at least
10% of participants and restricted the analysis to individuals
who self-reported as being of white British or Irish descent.
Different numbers of participants were asked by the Biobank to
complete the various tests, ranging from nearly the complete
sample (Pairs Matching, Reaction Time) to only parts of the
sample (the remaining tests). The scores were ﬁrst normalized,
if not normally distributed, and then converted to Z scores
(Supplement 1). We analyzed data on the following tests.

Pairs Matching Test. This tested episodic memory and
was completed at the assessment centers at the ﬁrst visit
by 136,292 individuals with available genotypes. Participants
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were shown 6 pairs of cards for 3 seconds, which were then
turned over. Participants were asked to identify the matching
pairs. We used the total number of errors made during this
task and restricted our analyses to individuals who ﬁnished the
test. We applied a log 11 transformation to these data.

used the number of correct substitutions for our analyses.
There were small numbers of outliers, that suggested technical
issues, so we excluded results of ,3 and .36 substitutions.
The remaining scores were normally distributed and did not
require transformation.

Reaction Time Test. This tested simple processing speed
and was completed at the assessment centers at the ﬁrst visit
by 138,603 individuals with available genotypes. Participants
were asked to play 12 rounds of a computerized Snap game in
which they had to click a button as quickly as possible when
shown two matching cards. We used the mean reaction time
from their attempts. The data were log-transformed.

Trail Making Test A and B. This tested visual attention

Fluid

Intelligence Test. This tested reasoning and
problem solving and was completed at the assessment centers
at the ﬁrst visit by 44,575 individuals with available genotypes;
that is, this test was not given to everybody. Participants
were presented with 13 verbal and numerical reasoning questions and had to answer as many as they could within 2
minutes. We used the total number of correct answers for our
analyses. Data were normally distributed and did not require
transformation.

Digit Span Test. This tested numeric working memory and
was completed at the assessment centers at the ﬁrst visit by
14,495 individuals with available genotypes. Participants were
presented with progressively longer numbers (maximum 12)
and asked to enter them back once the number had disappeared. We used the maximum number of digits remembered for our analyses. Data were normally distributed and did
not require transformation.

and was completed at follow-up on home computers by
29,251 individuals with available genotypes. Participants were
asked to connect scattered circles according to numbers
(trail A) and to alternating numbers and letters (trail B). We
used the time taken to complete these tests for our analyses,
and these data were log-transformed before the generation of
Z scores.
For comparison, we also analyzed data obtained from 507
individuals from the Biobank, who self-reported a diagnosis of
schizophrenia at the interviews at the assessment centers,
because schizophrenia is associated with impaired cognitive
performance (10). Only 169 of the 507 have been genotyped so
far, and just three of them carried a CNV from our list of 53 loci.
We calculated the effect size reductions on cognitive tests
of the carriers of the two CNV groups, and of individuals with
schizophrenia, in linear regression analyses, corrected for age
and sex (Table 1). We also compared the carriers of schizophrenia CNVs with carriers with other neurodevelopmental
CNVs using linear regression analyses, corrected for age and
sex (Table 2).
Educational attainment and occupational level are highly
correlated with cognitive performance (20,21). We analyzed
these variables using ordinal regression with CNV carrier
status and sex as factors and age as a covariate.

RESULTS
Symbol Digit Substitution Test. This tested complex
processing speed and was completed at follow-up on home
computers by 33,057 individuals with available genotypes.
This test involves matching numbers to a set of symbols. We

We found that 151,659 samples (99.3%) passed QC; 790,761
CNVs were retained after QC (without ﬁltering for frequency or
size), an average of 5.2 per person (range, 0–29; Figure S1 in
Supplement 1). The frequencies of individual CNVs were

Table 1. Results on Cognitive Tests in the Two Groups of CNV Carriers and Individuals With Schizophrenia, Compared With
CNV Noncarriers
CNV
Noncarriers Carriers of Schizophrenia CNVs
n

n

Pairs Matching, Number of
Incorrect Matches

134,781

1048

0.09 (0.03)

Reaction Time, Mean Time to
Correctly Identify Matches

137,053

1073

Cognitive Test

Carriers of Other
Neurodevelopmental CNVs

p

n

.003

463

0.17 (0.05)

0.21 (0.03) 1.52 3 10213

477
147

B (SEM)

Individuals With Schizophrenia

p

n

3.2 3 1024

436

0.35 (0.05) 7.82 3 10214

0.35 (0.04) 9.46 3 10216

480

0.69 (0.04) 1.05 3 10257

20.51 (0.08) 3.97 3 10210

168

B (SEM)

B (SEM)

p

Fluid Intelligence, Score

44,107

321 20.48 (0.05) 5.29 3 10219

Digit Span, Number of Digits
Remembered

14,343

102 20.42 (0.09)

1.8 3 1025

50

20.01 (0.14)

.931

39

20.78 (0.16)

20.61 (0.08) 2.51 3 10215

Symbol Digit Substitution,
Number of Correct Matches

32,770

204 20.29 (0.06)

3.0 3 1026

83

20.22 (0.09)

.024

42

20.90 (0.14) 8.33 3 10211

Trail Making Test A, Time to
Complete

28,988

185

0.19 (0.07)

.008

78

0.14 (0.11)

.199

36

0.83 (0.16) 1.51 3 1027

Trail Making Test B, Time to
Complete

28,988

185

0.38 (0.07) 2.07 3 1028

78

0.28 (0.10)

.008

36

0.72 (0.15) 3.00 3 1026

8.7 3 1027

B indicates the differences from CNV noncarriers, expressed as Z scores (SEM) in linear regression analysis, corrected for age and sex.
CNV noncarriers, by deﬁnition, have Z scores of 0.
CNV, copy number variant.
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Table 2. Comparison of Cognitive Tests in Carriers of 12 Schizophrenia-Associated CNVs and Individuals With Other
Neurodevelopmental CNVs
Cognitive Test

Carriers of Schizophrenia CNVs, n

Carriers of Other Neurodevelopmental CNVs, n

B (SEM)

p

Pairs Matching

1048

463

20.02 (0.05)

.74

Reaction Time

1073

477

20.13 (0.06)

.026

Fluid Intelligence Score

321

147

0.046 (0.09)

.63

Digit Span

102

50

20.39 (0.18)

.031

Symbol Digit Substitution

204

83

20.08 (0.12)

.52

Trail Making Test A

185

78

0.06 (0.13)

.68

Trail Making Test B

185

78

0.11 (0.13)

.41

B indicates the differences between the two groups, expressed as Z score (SEM) as in Table 1. The p values are based on linear regression
analysis, as above.
CNV, copy number variant.

consistent between batches, indicating a lack of signiﬁcant
batch effects (Table S12 in Supplement 2). Overall, the CNVs
from the UK Biobank sample occurred at rates strikingly
similar to those among the control datasets genotyped
on different arrays and called by us with the same methods
(Table S2 in Supplement 2). Only two CNVs reached nominally
signiﬁcant difference between the two datasets, but neither
survived correction for multiple testing of 93 loci. We found
that 3.8% of people in the Biobank carry a CNV from the list of
93 that were annotated. (The list of CNVs will be made
available for download from the UK Biobank.) Of those CNVs,
54 have been shown to be signiﬁcantly associated with
neurodevelopmental disorders (4), including all 12 schizophrenia CNVs. In the Biobank, 1.12% of participants carried one of
these neurodevelopmental CNVs (after excluding the common
15q11.2 duplication, found in 0.5% of subjects).

Cognitive Test Results
Carriers of both the schizophrenia CNVs and the other neurodevelopmental CNVs had impaired performance on the seven
cognitive tests, compared with CNV noncarriers, with 9 of the
14 comparisons reaching statistically signiﬁcant differences
that survive a conservative Bonferroni correction for multiple
testing for 14 tests. Table 1 presents these differences,
expressed as unstandardized B coefﬁcients (Z scores), corrected for age and sex in linear regression analyses. Most
differences were modest in magnitude (Z scores between 0.01
and 0.51 below the CNV noncarriers). Individuals with schizophrenia performed worse than either group of CNV carriers
(Z scores between 0.35 and 0.90 below the CNV noncarriers),
and all differences were highly signiﬁcant.
We then examined the differences in cognitive performance
between carriers of the 12 schizophrenia CNVs (n 5 1087) and
carriers of the remaining 41 neurodevelopmental CNVs (n 5 484),
generated again from linear regression analysis, corrected for age
and sex. Their performance tended to be similar (Figure 1,
Table 2). Although two of the tests reached nominal levels of
statistical signiﬁcance, these do not survive correction for multiple
testing for seven tests and were in opposite directions (Table 2).

Educational and Occupational Attainment
We compared the educational and occupational attainment of
neurodevelopmental CNV carriers against the CNV noncarriers.
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Both groups of CNV carriers attained lower educational qualiﬁcations; for example, a smaller proportion obtained a university/college degree or achieved A/AS levels at school
(postcompulsory education qualiﬁcations taken at 16–18 years
of age; Figure 2). We performed ordinal regression analysis,
with qualiﬁcations as the dependent variable, CNV status and
sex as factors, and age as a covariate. This indicated lower
odds (0.61) for carriers of schizophrenia CNVs to ﬁnish in a
higher qualiﬁcations group (95% conﬁdence interval [CI]
0.55 to 0.68, Wald 76.3, p 5 2.4 3 10218). Similar results were
found for carriers of the other neurodevelopmental CNVs (lower
odds 0.54, 95% CI 0.46 to 0.64, Wald 52.5, p 5 4.4 3 10213).
CNV carriers also tended to have occupations that require less
training or academic skills (Figure 3). Ordinal regression analysis, with major job group as the dependent variable, CNV
status and sex as factors, and age as a covariate indicated
lower odds (0.64) for carriers of schizophrenia CNVs to have a
job in an occupational group that requires higher skills and
longer training, as deﬁned by Ofﬁce of National Statistics (22)
(95% CI 0.56 to 0.73, Wald 43.7, p 5 3.7 3 10211). Similar
results were found for the carriers of other neurodevelopmental
CNVs (lower odds 0.58, 95% CI 0.47 to 0.71, Wald 28.4, p 5
1.0 3 1027).

DISCUSSION
CNVs are a rare but important cause of serious neurodevelopmental disorders such as ID, ASD, schizophrenia, and a
variety of congenital malformations (4,5,23). The UK Biobank
sample, with half a million participants, is a unique resource for
establishing the effects of CNVs on phenotypic outcomes. The
data quality was high as indexed by the low fraction of
samples that failed our QC (0.7%). Identical QC steps allowed
us to call reliably the selected set of pathogenic CNVs, but
researchers wanting to analyze smaller or common CNVs
might have to use different ﬁltering criteria.

Frequencies of Pathogenic CNVs
We established the frequencies of a set of 93 CNVs that have
been proposed to be pathogenic (4,5) in approximately
150,000 participants in the UK Biobank genotyped so far
(Table S2 in Supplement 2). We compared these with a large
control dataset comprising 26,628 people, where we had
access to raw CNV data or had ourselves called the CNVs
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Figure 1. Z score differences in
cognitive performance. Shown are
the Z score differences for seven
cognitive tests in the different groups
of individuals, after correction for age
and sex in a linear regression analysis.
The bars represent the Z score means
and SEMs. In blue are the scores
among individuals with schizophrenia
(including those that have not been
genotyped), in green are the scores of
carriers of schizophrenia-associated
copy number variants (CNVs), and in
red are those of carriers of other
neurodevelopmental CNVs. A minus
sign on the x axis indicates a worse
score for all tests (e.g., a lower score
or a longer time to complete a test).
TMT A, Trail Making Test with numbers; TMT B, Trail Making Test with
alternating numbers and letters.

from raw microarray ﬁles (Illumina or other versions of
Affymetrix arrays). In the absence of an opportunity to perform
technical replication on different arrays, we reasoned that
ﬁnding similar CNV frequencies was the best validation of our
CNV calling. These were indeed remarkably similar, with just
two reaching nominally signiﬁcant differences that would
not survive correction for the multiple testing involved (Table
S2 in Supplement 2).

Carriers of CNVs Implicated in Neurodevelopmental
Phenotypes Have Reduced Cognitive Performance
To assess the cognitive performance of CNV carriers, we ﬁrst
selected, from the 93 annotated CNVs, a list of 54 CNVs that
have been statistically associated with neurodevelopmental
phenotypes, such as ID and ASD (4). This was done to exclude
CNVs that are not conﬁrmed to be associated with cognitive
impairment (although they could be pathogenic for other
medical conditions). We excluded from this list the common
15q11.2 duplication, found in 0.5% of the sample, because it
would disproportionately affect the results.
Each CNV is likely to have its own set of phenotypic characteristics and cognitive signature. It is premature to analyze each one
separately, because the study will be better powered for such
analysis after all participants are genotyped. To provide an initial
subgroup analysis, we divided the CNVs into a set of 12 that have
been conﬁrmed as associated with schizophrenia (7,8), and the 41
other neurodevelopmental CNVs. This division is unlikely to
represent an actual dichotomy, because all 12 schizophrenia loci
are also neurodevelopmental ones. We recently proposed (8) that

many of the other neurodevelopmental CNVs increase risk of
schizophrenia, but this has escaped statistical conﬁrmation due to
their rarity. Our ﬁnding of similar cognitive deﬁcit among carriers of
the two groups provides another argument that this distinction is
somewhat arbitrary.
A study on the Icelandic population found reduced cognitive performance in 144 healthy carriers of 11 pathogenic
CNVs: 1q21.1dup, NRXN1del, 13q31.3dup, 15q11.2del,
16p12.1del, 16p11.2del1dup, 16p13.11dup, 17p12del1dup,
and 22q11.21dup (10). Most of these (except the 13q31.3dup
and 17p12del1dup) are on our list of 53 neurodevelopmental
loci. We analyzed the participants’ performance on seven
cognitive tests. To allow comparison with previous studies
(10), we also show results for 507 individuals recruited in the
Biobank, who self-reported to have schizophrenia, because
they are expected to perform even worse on these tests.
Carriers of neurodevelopmental CNVs (of both groups) performed intermediately between noncarriers and individuals
with schizophrenia, with reductions between 0.01 and 0.51
SDs (Z scores), compared with CNV noncarriers. The results
reached signiﬁcance on most tests, even if corrected conservatively for multiple testing for 14 tests (Figure 1, Table 1).
The two CNV groups were similar to each other, and no
p value would survive correction for multiple testing (Table 2).
Individuals with schizophrenia performed worse than any other
group on all tests, at 0.35 to 0.90 SDs (Z score) reductions
from CNV noncarriers.
It is well established that cognitive performance predicts
achievement at school and employment (20,21,24). Here, we
show that adult carriers of neurodevelopmental CNVs also had
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Figure 2. Distribution of the two groups of copy number variant (CNV)
carriers and CNV noncarriers in each educational qualiﬁcation group. The
British qualiﬁcations are grouped as follows: college/university degree;
advanced (A)/AS levels or equivalent: qualiﬁcations taken at 16–18 years
of age, postcompulsory education; Ordinary (O) levels/General Certiﬁcates
of Secondary Education (GCSEs) or equivalent: qualiﬁcations taken at
14–16 years of age, at the end of compulsory education; Certiﬁcates of
Secondary Education (CSEs) or equivalent: a predecessor to GCSEs,
including vocational subjects; National Vocational Qualiﬁcation (NVQ) or
Higher National Diploma (HND) or Higher National Certiﬁcate (HNC) or
equivalent: vocational qualiﬁcations. Black bars represent schizophreniarelated CNV carriers; gray bars, other neurodevelopmental CNV carriers;
white bars, CNV noncarriers.

35%

No CNVs
Carriers of other neurodevelopmental CNVs

Percentage of subjects in each group

30%

Carriers of schizophrenia-associated CNVs
25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
College/
University
degree

A/AS levels

O levels/GCSEs

CSEs

NVQ/HND/HNC

None

Qualiﬁcaons

lower educational attainment and tended to have occupations
requiring less time in training, with all comparisons being
highly signiﬁcant. We wanted to address the question of
whether the effect on school/occupational attainment is
entirely explained by a reduction in cognitive performance
among CNV carriers. We tested in a logistic regression
analysis the effect of CNV carrier status on educational and
occupational attainment, with and without the ﬂuid intelligence
score as a covariate (this test showed the highest effect size).
Most of the effect of the CNV status on education/occupation
was explained via the effect of the ﬂuid intelligence score
(Table S7 in Supplement 1), indicating that while cognitive
impairment has a major effect on educational and occupational attainment, other phenotypic consequences of having a
pathogenic CNV also play a role (Supplement 1). We note that
30.9% of carriers of neurodevelopmental CNV hold managerial
or professional occupations and that the distribution of their
cognitive tests performance overlaps with that of CNV noncarriers, with only a modest shift (see Figure S7C in
Supplement 1 as an example for the Fluid Intelligence Test
25%

Figure 3. Distribution of the two groups of copy number variant (CNV)
carriers and CNV noncarriers in each major job group as deﬁned by the
Ofﬁce of National Statistics (22). X axis coding: 1, managers and senior
ofﬁcials; 2, professional occupations; 3, associate professionals and
technical occupations; 4, administrative and secretarial occupations; 5,
skilled trades occupations; 6, personal service occupations; 7, sale and
customer service occupations; 8, process, plant, and machine operatives;
9, elementary occupations. Black bars represent schizophrenia-related CNV
carriers; gray bars, other neurodevelopmental CNV carriers; white bars,
CNV noncarriers.
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Carriers of other neurodevelopmental CNVs
Carriers of schizophrenia-associated CNVs
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scores). This suggests that signiﬁcantly impaired performance
in the presence of a pathogenic CNV is not inevitable, at least
for many CNV loci. It is possible that these highly functioning
individuals may have performed even better had they not
carried a CNV. It has been suggested that pathogenic CNVs
produce a consistent degree of cognitive impairment (25), in
the context of the individual’s genetic background (e.g., by 2
SDs in the case of 22q11.2 deletions). Our results for the Fluid
Intelligence Test are consistent with this observation (Figure
S7C in Supplement 1), albeit with a more modest difference.
Most previous studies on pathogenic CNVs have recruited
individuals from health services for ID, ASD, congenital
anomalies, or schizophrenia. Much less is known about the
effects of these CNVs in adults from the general population
(9,10). Carriers of neurodevelopmental CNVs had reduced
cognitive performance and educational and occupational
attainment, with highly signiﬁcant differences compared with
CNV noncarriers. The effect size however is modest, ,0.5 SD
for all tests, with large overlap between the groups (Figure S7C
in Supplement 1). We suggest that this may partly be
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explained by many severely affected CNV carriers, such as
adults with ID, having not taken part in UK Biobank. This
would result in highly functioning individuals being overrepresented. This may be in part due to the recruitment strategy
and in part because some people with complex disabilities
may have died before the recruitment age of 40–69 years. For
example, there were only 5 individuals with 22q11.2 deletions,
while we would expect about 37 carriers in a population of this
size (the rate of this deletion among newborns is approximately 1:4000) (9). This is a severe disorder, with a decreased
IQ of approximately 30 points, multiple congenital malformations, and reduced life expectancy. Similarly, there were no
cases consistent with Prader-Willi/Angelman syndromes or
Down syndrome, and there was only a single case with
deletion at the Smith-Magenis syndrome region. Individuals
with schizophrenia are also underrepresented, at only 0.12%,
despite the disorder’s lifetime risk of 0.4%–0.5% (26). An even
smaller proportion of such individuals took part in the followup cognitive tests (e.g., only 7% of individuals with schizophrenia completed the Trail Making Tests at follow-up,
compared with 21% of the remaining participants). Therefore,
it is reasonable to assume that, although the UK Biobank
attempted to recruit a sample that reﬂects the general
population, it probably underrepresents seriously affected
individuals. By analogy, carriers of pathogenic CNVs who
have taken part in the UK Biobank might be among the higher
functioning CNV carriers. The UK Biobank is recognized to be
a generalizable sample, rather than one that is representative
of the general population (27). However, it has been suggested
that for data sources of this magnitude, data generated can
still be applied to the population as a whole (28).
To further assess the potential of the Biobank to discover
phenotypes caused by pathogenic CNVs, we checked whether
we can detect the clearly deﬁned phenotypes of certain common
and incompletely penetrant CNVs. We examined CNVs at
16p11.2 (44 deletions and 42 duplications) and 17p12 (84
deletions and 45 duplications). Deletions at 16p11.2 have been
associated with obesity, while duplications at the same locus
have been associated with reduced weight (29). Carriers of
deletions and duplications at this locus are expected to have
reduced cognitive performance (30). In contrast, deletions and
duplications at 17p12 cause peripheral neuropathies: hereditary
neuropathy with liability to pressure palsies for deletions (31), or
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease type 1A, for duplications (32), but
do not have an associated cognitive phenotype. These phenotypes were detected with high levels of statistical signiﬁcance
(Supplement 1). Thus, there were highly increased rates of
peripheral neuropathy but normal cognitive performance in
17p12 CNV carriers, while 16p11.2 carriers had reduced cognitive performance and increased or reduced body mass index for
deletions and duplications, respectively.
The full Biobank dataset will allow detailed analysis on the
health consequences of many more individual CNV loci, and
we will provide our list of CNVs to the Biobank, to assist
researchers.

Limitations
There are several limitations to this study. While the UK Biobank
made attempts to make their sample as representative as

possible, the low proportion of individuals with severe disorders such as schizophrenia means that the sample cannot be
considered perfectly representative of the general population
(discussed above). There was also a considerable variation in
the number of people who were approached to perform each
cognitive test, and it is possible that some tests are more likely
to have been performed by higher functioning individuals. This
results in large variability in power between the tests and limits
inferences that may be made for the tests with a lower
completion rate.
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